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Claims Defence
Taking and keeping the initiative

Back to basics

We all accept, even defence lawyers, that claims

the Claimant to the relevant items in our Letters of

activity is the most distressed of all distress

Response.

purchases. Clients, insurers, brokers and insureds
Towards the end of last year we decided that we wanted to start

don't want it and don't welcome it for all sorts of

the new year with a fresh and back to basics look at claims, as

good reasons. On top of the hard costs (damages,

opposed to tackling tricky issues like the Duty of Candour and

third party and defence costs) there are soft costs,

rumbling disputes on causation. We think that the subjects covered

the investment of time and emotional energy, which

in this edition of MedMal fill that brief. We have tried to deal with

the claims process inevitably entails. The art of

how claims are valued, why claimant’s solicitors always seem to

handling claims on the defence side is all about

recover so much in terms of their own costs, the financial issues

initiative, seizing it and keeping it until conclusion.

taken into consideration by insurers and what we can do to make

Sarah Wallis

What follows is a helicopter overview of steps that

the life of MedMal claimant lawyers that little bit harder.

can be taken and processes which can be followed to

Marketform
Senior Medical
Malpractice Claims
Assessor

We hope that these articles also help to give you a little insight into

get on top of things and de-stress, for all involved,

how we deal with and assess Insured’s and we are always keen to

what remains an adversarial and occasionally, high

work with brokers and our insureds to set in place ways of dealing

temperature environment.

and lines of contact that work for everyone involved. Next edition

Full, candid and comprehensive comments from the
Health professional(s) involved are essential. It is a
false economy to gamble and assume that even what
might be weak claims will go away. Preserve views
that are as contemporary as possible as that will help
in de-constructing patient re-collection when
needed.
Both comprehensive disclosure and clear , well
preserved factual evidence, set the defence side up
well for all that follows.
Procedure
Ideally we try to avoid lengthy extensions of time.

we’ll be back to tackling the tricky issues so please let us know if
there is something you would be interested to see.

Save the date

The Evidence

This isn't just to reduce claim shelf life and help close

Ultimately cases stand or fall on facts and opinion, so

off policy years. By asking for (or agreeing to)

always master the facts. In our experience many (not

lengthy delays, it betrays a lack of confidence in the

all) Claimant lawyers simply take a factual statement

defence position, concern over the quality of factual

from their client and base their Letter of Claim on

evidence, your choice of expert, or worse the content

that. Almost inevitably that recollection will not be

of the expert’s report, or even a difference of opinion

perfect due to what they perceive that they have

on the defence side.

been through. They will probably have requested

We already have the Lloyd’s Old Library booked for our medical

patient records, but often do not review these in any

malpractice claims seminar on the morning of 23 July 2015. Please

depth. This can confer an immediate advantage on

save the date into your diaries now and email me to register your

the defence side if they have mastery of the facts.

interest now so you are placed on our invite list. An invite will
follow soon with details of the proposed programme.

Claimant lawyers in early informed debate, ideally in
person or over the phone, about their case without
allowing them to run off to Counsel. Cutting off

It is best practise, therefore, to take care over

that avenue for them is crucial in reducing cost per

disclosure of records, in order to ensure complete

case and getting a real feel for strengths and

disclosure is given. This reduces the wriggle room for

weaknesses without any "spin".

Claimant lawyers to change their case, stall and
blame the insured for delay etc.
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Avoiding extensions of time also allows us to engage

Allied to this, always abide by court timetables. Not
only does this de-risk the procedural environment

Ideally, full copies should be retained in exactly the

(no unless pre-emptory orders, or worse de-barring

same format as sent to the Claimant lawyer and

order) but it maintains pressure on Claimants to get

shared with the defence team so that we can direct

on top of their case.

David Weatherburn
DAC Beachcroft LLP
Regional Senior
Partner

In cases where you are exposed, consider admissions

If a Part 36 offer is made by the Claimant, seek

of those issues you can't defend, on breach or

clarification if it is unclear. They can't easily

causation. Not only does this minimise opportunities

withdraw the offer but it does test their

for Claimant lawyers to cost build, but it allows the

understanding and often highlight fault lines in their

defence to deal only with key issues and reduces

case.

defence costs. Be open-minded and objective when
your defence team gives you advice. There is nothing

Claimant Behaviour

wrong at all with challenge, but be pragmatic.
If the evidence justifies it do run contributory
Likewise, where experts are needed, give a little. In

negligence arguments. In the information era with

modern defence work there is nothing to be gained

huge volumes of medical information out there we

by going to expert witnesses who are either seen to

have noticed an increasing trend towards non-

be orientated to one side or the other, or who are so
flexible that their opinions are susceptible to change
e.g. at conference, or worse, at experts meetings or
trial. What is needed from experts is objective
candour. This is an expert led area.
Similarly, where joint experts are needed, unless the

positive results.
I can't help but mention in passing, but without
giving too much away, the issue of fraud. Do
consider some basic credibility checks on Claimants

then give due consideration to agreeing at least

where you are concerned about how genuine the

some of the Claimant's choices. Via instruction and,

Claimant's condition and prognosis is, even those via

if needed, follow up questioning their direction of

social media can have surprising results. If justified,

travel which can be tested and controlled. Again,

do think about full background checks and other

overall claim cost is depressed.

anti-fraud measures. Fraudulent claims are no
longer restricted to RTA and casualty. Nothing halts

unrealistically low offer in cases that need to settle is

a claim in its tracks more than clear evidence of lack

found money for Claimants. It provides a legitimate

of credibility/veracity on a Claimant's part.

reason to review the evidence, take Counsel's advice,
see their client in person and all before the inevitable
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follow medical advice allegations can produce

Claimants proposed expert is one of those above

Offers. Never ever low ball. Simple advice here, an
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compliance/self-help among Claimants. Failing to

Summary

rejection. They then do it all over again in response

The above are a few broad pointers on successful

to your improved offer.

defence management, putting yourself in the box

A well-pitched early offer, ideally in England and

seat. There are some investments to be made in

Wales at least by Part 36 and in Scotland and the

defence costs, but with the latest stats showing

Republic of Ireland via tender, is that there is a

those at less than a third of Claimant costs then they

genuine creation of risk for Claimant lawyers and the

are probably worth making, particularly as they also

ATE insurers, if any, involved.

help maintain brands and personal reputations.

Please sir, I want some more
A review of how compensation is
calculated

Marie Shoulder
Bevan Brittan

You may wonder just how the lawyers come up with

whatever the Claimant has been through. It now

what appear to be extravagant figures when it comes

seems to crop up in all types of case, from the serious

to compensation (often referred to as 'damages').

and life-threatening to the fairly mundane. The

You may be surprised to know that there is in fact (at

diagnosis of choice in the more debatable claim is

least some) science behind the madness and the

the 'adjustment disorder' which is when a person has

figures are not picked from thin air, or indeed from

unusual problems adjusting to a new set of

the last week's winning lottery numbers!

circumstances. As you will appreciate, that covers

Compensation can be split into two parts: "general
damages" and "special damages". General damages
compensate those losses that cannot be

quite a lot of situations and a Claimant may argue
that it could include even adjusting to a 'new look'
which didn't meet expectations following cosmetic
treatment.

mathematically calculated, for example the pain,
suffering and inconvenience caused by having a

An example – general damages

broken leg. Special damages are mathematically
calculated out-of-pocket expenses which have been
sustained as a result of the incident, for example the
cost of taxis because the Claimant cannot drive with
a broken leg or her loss of earnings because she
could not work whilst non-weight bearing. So how
do we work all this out?

EMMA HALL v DEBORAH OLIVER
(2014) The Claimant, a 34year-old woman, received
£12,000 for the permanent
eye injury sustained
during the course of laser
freckle removal

General Damages

Adrian Dagnall

The pupil no longer
With general damages, a figure is arrived at after

Bevan Brittan

considering awards in previous cases involving similar
injuries. Happily, some of the work in looking at old
cases has been done for us, as the Judicial College

With thanks to:

Elena Fry
Brodies - Scotland

treatment in May 2010.

Guidelines now publishes a list of injuries and the
ranges of damages payable depending on how severe
that injury was. Want to know how much a simple

dilated appropriately in
the light and she was at risk of
developing glaucoma if the eye was not properly
managed. In this instance the court awarded
£12,000 total damages. This (unusually) was a
general damages claim only; there was no claim for
special damages.

broken leg is worth? £7-10,000. Or blindness in one

Sean McGahan

eye? £40- 48,000. This little page-turner has all the

McKinty and
Wright - NI

answers!

Special Damages
A Claimant's claim for special damages covers the

There is one particular type of claim which merits a

out of pocket expenses i.e. past and future losses

special mention, however. This is the psychiatric

which are attributable to the incident. This is where

claim, based on an alleged psychiatric reaction to

the calculators come out. The objective in awarding
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damages is to restore the Claimant to the financial

dental treatment received in June/July 2008.

guidelines and, where appropriate, English court

the emphasis remains on these being guidelines;

position that they would have been in if the incident

Multiple crowns failed and had to be re-cemented or

decisions, to assess damages.

there is no strict adherence to them and a number of

had never happened. The Claimant cannot 'benefit'

replaced, and she had to undergo the extraction of

from the claim but he/she is entitled to avoid losing

two teeth. She was going to require a prolonged

money because of it.
The list of possible types of special damages seems
endless; it includes losses such as past and future

Scottish courts and Claimants do not use the generic
term “special damages”. However, individual heads of

period of intensive restorative treatment. She

claim are virtually identical to those in England and

developed an adjustment disorder for which she

Wales. Where there is an ongoing future loss, it is

would require psychological treatment. The general

care; medication and treatment costs; loss of

damages element in the settlement was £26,500.

earnings; aids; equipment; adaptions to

The remaining £73,500 related to special damages

accommodation; assistance with gardening/DIY etc.

including past medical treatment costs (£9,000);

In cosmetic claims the usual heads of loss are the

future medical treatment costs (£52,000); future and

costs of care, treatment and lost earnings.

worth bearing in mind that Scottish life expectancy
tables ought to be referred to. In addition, if dealing

factors can determine what is 'fair' in an individual
case. The assessment of damages remains an art
rather than an exact science and so whilst they
appear familiar, practitioners should be wary of
approaching our guidelines with any presumption of
scientific certainty.

with a fatal claim, Section 4 of the Damages

By way of illustration, take the two examples given

Scotland Act 2011 allows relatives to claim damages

above. A simple broken leg may be £7,000 to

in their own right for their own grief and sorrow

£10,000 in England and Wales but in Northern

past loss of her husband's earnings (£12,000); and

caused by the loss of their relative. They are generally

Ireland the value is up to £20,000 for a simple

miscellaneous expenses (£500).

referred to as “loss of society” awards. These are not

fracture of the femur. Blindness in one eye is valued

treatment costs and lost earnings, the same might

The assessment of special damages alone can become

the same as bereavement awards in England and

in the range £70,000 to £110,000. Quite a difference!

not be true of 'care'. 'Care' does not just mean

a very costly exercise and we are always weighing up

Wales. Loss of society awards for loss of a spouse,

nursing costs; it is anything that the Claimant cannot

the savings we might make by getting expert

do for him/herself that is done by someone else. So,

evidence on any one issue against the costs of

with our Claimant with the broken leg, it could

getting that evidence. One particular area in which

include the nominal costs of the Claimant's family

we are seeing (and challenging) a growth of 'expert'

Whilst it might be obvious what we mean by

coming to help with household chores or getting the

evidence is the 'camouflage expert' to give costings

shopping whilst the Claimant is non-weight bearing.

for specialist make-up where there has been some

We have even seen a claim for the costs of the 'care'

(usually facial) scarring or discolouration following

given by someone helping out by walking a

treatment. Inevitably, the make-up recommended is

Claimant's dogs (don't worry - we didn't pay it).

top-of-the range and recommended for life,

In order to investigate special damages fully, medical

resulting in claims of up to £100,000.

experts are often required to examine the Claimant

child, and brother can easily reach £80,000, £35,000
and £20,000 respectively. These awards are paid in
addition to solatium (general damages) and other
losses (special damages). Accordingly, Scottish fatal
claims can be extremely expensive.
...and Over the Sea in Northern Ireland
General damages in this jurisdiction are also based on
guidelines but there are notable differences so it’s
“quantum, but not as you know it”. Our Guidelines,
known as the “Green Book” are not based on decided
cases but are drawn up by a Committee of the

The View from North of the Border...

to assess his/her condition and give a view on the

Judicial Studies Board and were last reviewed in

prognosis. In a higher value claim, numerous experts

If you are dealing with a Scottish claim, it is

may be needed to deal with the variety of claims

important to remember that there are some

being made. Unfortunately, the more experts that

differences in the way that Scottish Courts will assess

become involved the higher the legal bills.

damages. Firstly, in Scotland, general damages are

have always been higher in Northern Ireland because

known as “solatium”. Simply put, solatium is damages

(until 1987) they were awarded by juries and it is a

for pain and suffering. These days, solatium tends to

differential which the Courts here have expressly

In contrast to Ms Hall's fairly modest claim is the

be calculated in the same way as general damages in

maintained.

case of H v D (2013) where the Claimant, a 40-year-

England and Wales. Over the past few years Scottish

old woman, received £100,000 for the negligent

Courts have routinely used the judicial college

An example – special damages

2013. The first and most obvious difference is that
damages here are significantly higher than in
England, Wales and Scotland. Historically, damages

Second, with the ranges of values being very broad,
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Special damages would be similar to England and
Wales with the same categories of loss of earnings,
cost of care and cost of future medical/dental/optical
provision all of which require the input of medical,
accountancy and other experts for proper scrutiny.

Claims for costs
What to look for
The claim to damages has been resolved sadly that is not the end of the matter
as the Claimant will, no doubt, be entitled to costs and will be looking to
recover the same.
The following is a snapshot of what to look for when details of the
opponent’s costs are received.
Schedule or Bill

Gary Knight
Harmans

Dependant on the size of the original claim and/or the complexity of the
issues involved either a schedule of costs will be provided or, usually for
larger matters, a formal bill for detailed assessment.
The Civil Procedure allows a claim for preparing, checking and signing the
Bill of Costs, there is no provision for time providing details of costs in a
schedule and it is often argued that the claimant is expected to provide details
of its costs with sufficient information for the Paying Party to consider the
reasonableness or otherwise of the claim.
Usually and indication of time spent, by whom and at what rate will suffice with
a list of disbursements provided.
Larger claims (say £50,000.00 and above) may require more information with
details of time with the client, experts, counsel, others and, in particular,
documents shown separately.
Where a bill is served with a Notice of Commencement (Form N251) remember
that Points of Dispute will be required within 21 days (or other date referred to
on the notice); absent your Points the opponent can obtain a default costs
certificate for the full amount of the claim plus court fee (£60.00)and fixed costs
(£85.00).
Without a (very) good reason setting aside the certificate will be extremely
difficult.
VAT
In most cases the opponent is an individual however where the opponent is for
example, a limited company it is likely that the opponent is registered for VAT and
can recover VAT on its legal fees as input tax; no VAT should be claimed against
the Paying Party as this would be a duplication and where the Receiving Party can
recover VAT no claim should be made against the Defendant.
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A more likely occurrence is that a claim is submitted

is provided disputing the claim and vowing to “fight”

The Recovery of Costs Insurance Premiums in Clinical

by a person who lives outside of the Europe and

resulting in the issue of proceedings then the success

Negligence Proceedings (No. 2) Regulations 2013

would thus be treated a Zero Rated for VAT purposes

fee will rise to reflect that the Defendant considered

provides details of when a premium might be

again no VAT indemnification falls on the Paying

there was justification in defending and the further

recovered:

Party.

the matter proceeds the higher the claim will be with

3. (1) A costs order made in favour of a party to

a contested trial resulting in a claim of 100%.

clinical negligence proceedings who has taken out

Conditional Fee Agreements (CFAs)
CFAs entered into on or after 1 April 2013 no longer

The more “bullish” the Defendant at the outset, the

a costs insurance policy may include provision

more likely an increased success fee on assessment.

requiring the payment of an amount in respect of

entitle the recovery of additional items against the
Paying Party – it is therefore important to ascertain

If a high claim is maintained details of the risk

the date of the CFA where a success fee is sought.

assessment undertaken/statement of reasons for

Success fees
In the event the CFA pre dates 1 April 2013 the
claimant will be entitled to claim a Success Fee. The
Success Fee reflects the risks as they appeared to the
solicitor at the time of entering in to the agreement
with the client; more often than not a claim for
100% is presented.

all or part of the premium of that policy if—
(a) the financial value of the claim for damages in

setting the success fee should be requested (the

respect of clinical negligence is more than

information is required when a bill of costs is served

£1,000; and
(b) the costs insurance policy insures against the

with a Notice of Commencement); it is also to

a reasonable relationship to:
(a) the sums in issue in the proceedings;
(b) the value of any non-monetary relief in issued in
the proceedings;
(c) the complexity of the litigation;
(d) any additional work generated by the conduct of
the paying party; and
(e) any wider factors involved in the proceedings,
such as reputation or public importance.”
Furthermore, the Overriding Objective has been
amended to include reference to proportionate cost.

consider what, if any, provision the CFA contained

risk of incurring a liability to pay for an expert

with regard to Part 36 offers; many solicitors include

report or reports relating to liability or causation

provision that in the event of the Client recovering a

in respect of clinical negligence (or against that

proportionate and one only need to refer to the

sum for damages the same or less advantageous than

risk and other risks).

comments of Lord Neuberger in his speech entitled

the Party 36 offer received the solicitor will (a)

(2) The amount of the premium that may be required

Costs that may be necessary are not automatically

“Proportionate Costs”, the 15th lecture in the
Jackson Implementation programme, delivered at the

recover only base costs for the period after the offer

to be paid under the costs order shall not exceed

There are cases that support the contention that an

expired (21 days) or (b) not seek any non-recoverable

that part of the premium which relates to the

early CFA will have to reflect that the solicitor has

costs. The latter sees the solicitor sharing the risk

risk of incurring liability to pay for an expert

little, if any, supportive evidence and/or medical

and would justify a higher Success Fee whereas the

report or reports relating to liability or causation

“effectively reversing the approach taken in Lownds.

opinion therefore the risks must be 50/50.

former would see the solicitor being paid regardless

in respect of clinical negligence in connection

In this way, as Sir Rupert said, disproportionate costs,

Fortunately more cases support a more measured

greatly reducing the “risk” faced.

with the proceedings.

whether necessarily or reasonably incurred, should

approach; experienced solicitors should anticipate
settlement likely before the matter proceeds to a

After the Event Insurance (ATE)

Law Society on 29 May 2012 when he opined that
the reforms were...:

Again it is important to ascertain when the ATE was

not be recoverable from the paying party. To put the

obtained and if Post 1 April 2013 does the above

point quite simply: necessity does not render costs

trial, indeed should anticipate a commercial offer at

The changes which came into effect on 1 April 2013

conditions apply and does the premium only reflect

proportionate.”

an early stage to avoid costs. In low value claims

will not prevent a party purchasing ATE, however in

the risk of incurring the expert’s fee for the reports?

settled before proceedings the chance of obtaining

respect of any ATE policy entered into from that

100% or close thereto are remote. Simple cases that

date, save for exceptions relating to specified

can not possibly be defended usually attract 20% (no

insolvency proceedings, publication and privacy

case is without risk) as in the case of Bensusan v

proceedings and experts reports in clinical negligence

Freedman, which involved a dental implement being

claims, the premium paid or payable by the insured

dropped into the mouth of the claimant, who then

will not be recoverable from an opponent.

swallowed it. While accepting that clinical
negligence can be riskier than personal injury cases,
Senior Costs Judge Hurst (now retired) allowed 20%
against the claim of 50%.
It must be said however that if a Letter of Response

Proportionality

Save for the exceptions above, from 1 April 2013,

And
“….in an assessment of costs on the standard basis,

Perhaps the most important question to be asked

proportionality should prevail over reasonableness

when considering a claim for costs is - are the costs

and the proportionality test should be applied on a

proportionate having regard to the nature of the

global basis. The court should first make an

claim, the issues involved and the damages

assessment of reasonable costs, having regard to the

recovered?

individual items in the bill, the time reasonably spent
on those items and the other factors listed in CPR

ATE premium incurred by a party will be its own

The new rule which came into effect on 1 April 2013

liability, will not be recoverable from an opponent,

amended CPR 44.3(5) and reads:

and accordingly, if incurred will reduce a party's net

“44.3(5) Costs incurred are proportionate if they bear

recovery in litigation.
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rule 44.5(3). The court should then stand back and
consider whether the total figure is proportionate. If
the total figure is not proportionate, the court

should make an appropriate reduction”.
Rates Utilised
When presented with a claim to costs it is necessary

the fact they have no Grade C or Grade D fee earners

Partner’s providing general supervision will not be

in the practice, again the rate should reflect the work

allowed as this usually forms part of the lower grade

in general be allowed but the court may

undertaken rather than the grade of fee earner who

fee earner’s continuing development.

exceptionally in its discretion make an allowance

undertakes the task.

Consider if the same documents have been

to consider the solicitors instructed by the opponent
and the status of the fee earner involved.
In a case of Wraith v Sheffield Forgemasters the
claim had been issued with the assistance of a Trade
Union which recommended and instructed their
London Solicitors. Proceedings were commenced in
London but were transferred to Sheffield by consent.
The Court of Appeal held that the fact that the
Union had adopted the practice of sending all its
work to London Solicitors was of limited relevance,

considered by more than one fee earner? Has there

Experts

been a change of fee earner resulting in new fee

the documents copied are unusually numerous in
relation to the nature of the case. Where this
discretion is invoked the number of copies made,

earner “reading in”. The premise is that the claim is

necessary to consider if the reports were disclosed or

dealt with by one fee earner with delegation as and

if the same were likely to be relied on as the matter

when necessary; time spent reading in is not

progressed; In larger matters it is necessary to

recoverable.

Interest

directions; any reports not disclosed or relied upon

Overheads

Interest of costs runs from the date judgment is

are likely to be disallowed on a detailed assessment.

It is worth those who see costs claims familiarising

their purpose and the costs claimed for them
must be set out in the bill.

consider what, if any, experts were allowed by

themselves with the Costs Practice Direction:

Counsel

there were firms of Solicitors in Sheffield and Leeds

Often a solicitor will rely, heavily, on Counsel, again

well qualified to do the work.

Counsel’s involvement must be necessary and

should reflect the location of the client.

for copying in unusual circumstances or where

When considering claims for experts fees it is

on assessment in an individual case particularly since

The use of local solicitors is expected and the rates

5) The cost of making copies of documents will not

hearing interest will accrue at the judgment rate of
8% from date the order is sealed, date of Notice of

http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-

Acceptance of Part 36 offer of date of Notice of

rules/civil/rules/part-47-procedure-for-detailed-

Discontinuance.

assessment/practice-direction-46-costs-special-cases

proportionate and given the solicitors no doubt hold

pronounced this will mean that in the absence of a
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themselves out to be “specialists” one would not

Where matters are resolved without proceedings
being issued there is no “trigger” for interest and if

anticipate a great deal of involvement from Counsel.

The Direction provides additional information as to

the matter could not be resolved Part 8 proceedings

It is necessary to consider Counsel’s involvement i.e.

what a bill of costs can include and expands on what

would be required with

the number of times advice provided and if the

items are considered overheads/non-chargeable for

interest accruing from the

damages would be expected to be dealt with by

solicitor is simply abdicating responsibility for the

example:

date of the Part 8 order

Grade C possibly Grade D with supervision and only

claim to Counsel then the solicitors’ costs must be

(3) Local travelling expenses incurred by legal

complex and weighty matters should require the

reduced.

Consideration should be given to the status of the
fee earner, a straight forward claim involving modest

representatives will not be allowed. The definition

involvement of Grade A/ Grade B fee earners.

Where an order has been

court. As a matter of guidance, ‘local’ will, in

made consideration

Time with the client, witnesses, experts, Counsel and,

general, be taken to mean within a radius of 10

should be given to a

in particular, dealing with documents, will be the

miles from the court dealing with the case at the

payment on account of

main aspects of the solicitors costs claim.

relevant time. Where travelling and waiting time

costs to reduce the

is claimed, this should be allowed at the rate

amount of future interest.

One should consider the appropriate rate for the job

If the matter is delegated to a Grade C fee earner
(under 4 years post qualification experience) at the
outset that is the “rate for the job”, what often

Only work undertaken that advanced the claim will

happens is the rate increases simply by reason of the

be allowed. Time dealing with issues for funding the

fee earner attaining more than 4 years PQE during

claim be it by CFA, retainer or arranging ATE

the life of the case, the fee earner’s rate jumps but

protection is not recoverable.

the case was never suitable for Grade B therefore the

agreed with the client unless this is more than
the hourly rate on the assessment.
4) The cost of postage, couriers, out-going telephone
calls, fax and telex messages will in general not

Two (or more) fee earners attending meetings and

be allowed but the court may exceptionally in its

conferences will rarely be allowed and internal

discretion allow such expenses in unusual

Smaller firms will claim for Partners collating

discussions are considered, on assessment, as a

circumstances or where the cost is unusually

documents, paginating bundles simply by reason of

duplication of effort.

heavy.

increased rate can not be justified.

assessed if not agreed.

of ‘local’ is a matter for the discretion of the

Time spent
and again proportionality is a key factor.

providing for costs to be
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Marketform have the
services of two firms of
Costs Lawyers willing and
able to provide free costs
advice should any issues
arise.

Count the pennies and the
pounds look after themselves
A look at the economic influences on
dealing with claims
When a case is litigated and a liability insurer asked
to indemnify their insured a careful balancing act
begins. All of the following need to be carefully

costs up to end of the trial and although the budget

being reviewed and QOCS are going to be introduced

is not a cap, a Judge will not depart from an

in Scotland over the course of the next couple of

approved budget when assessing costs unless there

years. A timetable for court reform has not yet been

It is cheaper to settle a claim for £10,000 damages

are exceptional circumstances. Costs budgets are

issued in Scotland but the same careful balancing act

plus £20,000 costs, at a relatively early stage, than

generally set soon after the Defence has been served

is soon going to become even more important in

and filed and therefore the defendant has a very

Scotland.

spend £50,000 and usually much more, defending a
claim to trial. QOCS restricts successful defendants

determine what is the most appropriate way

to recovering costs from claimants, limited to the

• What is the claim worth;

Goodwin Malatesta

successfully defended. The Scottish court system is

considered and weighed against each other to

forwards for the insured and insurer:

Malcolm Goodwin

approve budgets for both claimant and defendant’s

• How much would we have to pay for the
claimant’s costs if we settled it now;
• What will it cost to defend;
• What are the prospects of successfully defending
it;
• How will settling this claim affect wider issues

good idea of the claimant’s costs of the claim to trial
at a relatively early stage. This assists greatly when
deciding the strategy

aggregate amount of damages and interest recovered

• Are the Claimant lawyers ones who can be
dissuaded;
• How does this case impact on the insurers
standing and would it create a perception of the

Elena Fry
Brodies

insurer being one who settles claims; and
• Is there a wider issue to be considered that affects
more than this case.
With the introduction of qualified one way costs

not apply. ATE also has no place in Northern Ireland.
Legal aid is granted still in clinical negligence matters

by the claimant, if any. This presents a real dilemma

One thing to bear in mind is that not all of the cases

but this position is under review. In essence statutory

for defendants. Should you defend a claim all the

that insurers are seeing are from post April 2013 and

scale costs apply in matters where the claim is up to

way to trial, knowing that you will probably recover

so QOCS does not apply across the board. In these

no costs if you win, or do you make an offer and

cases insurers are more likely to recover costs, if

settle a claim quickly even if you believe it has little

successful but then only if the claimant has ATE

merit? Both of these scenarios are extremely

insurance in place or assets from which we can be

unattractive so defendants must find ways to dispose

paid. Insurers are loathe to commence actions

of claims quickly and efficiently to avoid this

against individuals which could leave them being

dilemma.

seen as a company who put people out of their

such as reputation, disciplinary proceedings and
market standing, to name a few;

In Northern Ireland the CPR and Jackson reforms do

homes to recover sums ordered payable by the
There are a few exceptions where QOCS does not

Courts. While Oscar Wilde said “The only thing worse

apply, such as cases funded by a Conditional Fee

Association guidelines for actions commenced in the
High Court (claims over £30,000) although there can
be uplifts on these fees for matters of complexity.
The positives are that at least there is certainty of
costs for insurers and apart from legally aided cases,
the loser pays the winner’s costs which can be taxed
in default of agreement.

Sarah Wallis

Agreement (CFA) and After-The-Event Insurance

That being the case why aren’t all small claims just

customers and the Financial Ombudsman Service

(ATE) entered before 1 April 2013; where the claim is

settled on receipt?

look unkindly at corporates leaving people destitute

struck out or if on the balance of probabilities the

to pay court costs.

No insurer, or insured, wishes to become known as
one who settles all claims. This is not good in terms

In Scotland, the position for defenders is a little

cost benefit of striking out a claim is now more

healthier. If a case is successfully defended, the

tangible but such an application needs to be made

defender can recover the majority of his litigation

before the claimant can discontinue as QOCS still

costs from the claimant. The general rule of thumb

applies to discontinued claims.

is that you would expect to recover two thirds of

of the perception by claimant’s solicitors, who would
invariably target that insurer. Insured’s would also be
unlikely to see their policy as having as much value
as they had hoped, if they thought that no matter
what the claim was, it would be settled.

shifting (QOCS), as an offset to claimants being able

One benefit of the Jackson reforms implemented in

your litigation costs. However, Scottish claimants

to recoup a lower level of costs than they previously

April 2013 was the introduction of costs budgeting

can still receive assistance from the Scottish Legal

As well as the reputational effects of settling

had, defendants are now rarely able to make any cost

and management in most personal injury and clinical

Aid Board and in those circumstances it is likely that

encouraging more claims insurers also consider how

recovery. The economic result of this is quite simple.

negligence case. The courts are now required to

no costs would be recovered, even if a case was

this will effect the ongoing business interests of an
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Kennedy’s NI

£30,000 (County court) and on the Belfast Solicitor

than being talked about is not being talked about”

claim is found to be fundamentally dishonest. The

Amanda Wylie

Marketform
Senior Medical
Malpractice Claims
Assessor

insured. In a majority of cases there is much less

provided, above and beyond poor bedside manner, it

and input into expert instructions and conferences

fully indemnify the insured for what the claim would

publicity surrounding a settlement than a case which

is likely that the claimant will establish breach of

with counsel. At this time insured’s may disengage

settle for now leaving the Insured to use this ‘war

goes to trial. There is not much of a headline in

duty, even if they cannot prove that it caused injury.

with the process leaving insurers paying hefty

chest’ to defend the claim, but with no option to

defence costs to date and with no choice to settle

seek a top up from insurers if the claim settles later,

the claim after more costs have been incurred by the

for more or costs more to defend.

‘practitioner causes injury to patient, says sorry and
pays due compensation’, whereas a trial is held in

Wider scope

public and the press can be there. “Practitioner

There are some claims which insurers and insured’s

claimant. This experience has an impact on insurers’

causes injury, denies responsibility but ordered to pay

will be keen to fight to prevent a principle being

decision to deal with low value claims early on. It is

£100,000” or even worse if the reporter only stays for

established. One example of this could be a claim,

not unusual for policies to contain a control clause

half of the trial and writes “Negligent practitioner

which had scope to effect the way in claims were

which offer insurers the right to take control of a

causes injury”, going home before there is a

decided across the board. In the cases of class

judgement in favour of the practitioner, is much

actions an insurer with a minority interest in the

more likely to have an effect on business.

class may look to settle their share quickly,

There are of course times when a quick early
settlement does get media attention, particularly if
the injured person is famous. However, on such
occasions, we have been advised that this publicity
can be beneficial to businesses who gain new clients
on the basis that they have treated the rich and

be challenging a Court decision at a
level which could affect a number
of jurisdictions to protect against
future judgements.

Will settlement affect disciplinary proceedings?

It is not

need to pursue a civil case and so the disciplinary
proceedings will be out of the way before a claim for
compensation materialises. If not, these should not
be affected by how a civil case is resolved as their
purpose, of protecting the public and maintaining
the reputation of the profession, is different to that
of a claim for damages. However it is worth bearing
in mind that if in a civil case there is a finding of
liability, the professional body will also probably find
fault and may issue some kind of censure. Vice versa,
where the professional body find fault in treatment

insurers do have the decision as to whether or not a
case is defended but insurers would argue that this is
how it should be given that they are bearing the risk,
which the insured has opted to transfer to them, by
purchasing a policy.

England and Wales, but another would

Who decides?

proceedings to obtain the information that they

or the opportunity to

simply because the costs run so high in

famous.

Sometimes claimants will use disciplinary

claim and deal with it as they see fit,

Because of the way in which the policy operates the

unusual,
particularly
in low value
claims, for the
insured and their insurers to
wish to take a different path
in dealing with claims. Often
insured’s do not realise that
as the litigation process
proceeds more and more of
their time will be taken up
dealing with the claim as
witness statements are needed
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